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named after E. W. Nelson, chief of the Biological Survey.
But these sheep, while all of one variety, present a most striking
instance of adaptation to environment On the wooded eastern
slope of the Sierra behind Bigpine lives the typical Nelson sheep.
Travel only five miles eastward, and you are across Owens Valley,
in the desert, and among the foot-hills of the Panamints, and here
is a Nelson sheep quite different in appearance. Its hair is shorter
and of a lighter colour than the Sierra sheep, and its ears are notice-
ably longer. Here it has become a desert animal.
The struggle for survival in the desert is of a ferocity unmatched
anywhere else on dry land. All desert animals have enlarged ears.
Cover for hiding is scarce, and the quarry must hear its hunter
before it is seen. Dissection of the inner ear of a desert animal also
shows a more sensitive organ of hearing. The rats of Death Valley
have such long ears that they are known as kangaroo rats. Nobody
knows where they get water to drink. Nelson sheep in the Pana-
mints butt over the barrel cactus and drink the water it contains.
It was during this winter in the Panamints and Death Valley that
I began to love the desert. The grandeur of desert mountains and
the glory of colour that wraps the burning sands at their feet are
beyond words to describe. To the seeing eye the desert is always
revealing new beauties and wonders. Desolate and sterile though
it appears to be superficially, study discovers it to be full of life,
both flora and fauna. To its lover it becomes an eternal fascination.
Then, too, you are astonished to find out that in the desert moun-
tains people manage to eke out a fairly happy existence. Almost
every fertile patch hi the Panamints is occupied by a tiny ranch,
growing grapes as its principal product. The ranchers make their
own wine, and there is always a hospitable glass for the stranger
passing by. A delicacy of the Panamints is wild honey, made by
desert bees that find their nectar somewhere.
An old sheep-herder came to me one day in the Panamints and
said he knew where there was a funny stone in the ground. It was
black, he said, and its peculiarity was that when you hit it with a
hammer it rang like an anvil. I suspected at once that this must be
a meteorite, and went with him to see it. We found it on a hill-
side—a foot of pure meteoric iron sticking twelve inches out of the
ground. We dug and excavated a celestial fragment nearly four feet

